
The sounds of elementary voices will ring out once
again at Rose Kidd Elementary!

Rose Kidd will welcome the entire DeKeyser
Elementary community until the Fall of 2025. 

DeKeyser students will make Rose Kidd their temporary
home while significant reconstruction takes place at
their current site. Rose Kidd is located within the
DeKeyser elementary attendance area. 

To prepare for the students, Rose Kidd will undergo a
series of improvements, including the creation of a
secure entryway, the installation of new playground
equipment and the creation of a dedicated bus loop. 

The improvements are already underway and will
continue through the summer in preparation for the
first day of the 2024-25 school year on August 27.

Create secure entryway
Replace door hardware
Install classroom
technology
Replace ceilings, lights
and floors
Make sidewalk and
landscaping
improvements
Build dedicated bus loop
Update playground
equipment
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Q and A about DeKeyser @ Rose Kidd Elementary

What is the timeline for the improvements?
Construction is already underway and will
continue through the summer months. The
improvements will be complete by the first day of
the 2024-25 school year, August 27.

Why are improvements necessary?
Safety remains a priority for Utica Community
Schools. The improvements will ensure the facility
meets the current safety standards at UCS,
including the creation of a secure entryway.
Technology improvements are also planned to
provide teachers with tools to support
achievement.

How will the transition impact bus routes?
UCS Transportation will create new routes for
DeKeyser students that reflect its guidelines, which
is bus service being provided for families who live
more than 0.5 mile from Rose Kidd Elementary.
Those neighborhood students who live within 0.5
mile Rose Kidd Elementary are not be eligible for
bus service. 

What happens to Rose Kidd after Dekeyser
students return to their school in the fall of 2025?
It is anticipated that Rose Kidd Elementary will be
utilized for future elementary schools that are
scheduled for significant reconstruction or
replacement. 

Where can I get more information?
See www.uticak12.org/DeKeyserbond or call the
DeKeyser office, 586-797-4400.
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